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Judge Julius Hoffman

were expected to be lengthy. He said an
extensive brief will be filed with the
appeals court Thursday.
Sentences for the def xiants ranged
from m months to 2V» years. Defense
lawyer William M Kunstler was sentenced to four years and 13 days in prison
and his colleague, Leonard I. Weinglass,
was sentenced to 20 months and five'
days.
Kunstler and Weinglass, whose
commitments were stayed by the judge
until May 4, visited their clients in the
federal tier of the Cook County ■ Chicago
Jail. Judge Hoffman denied motions to
allow the seven men bond while appeals
are pending.
The failure of the Jury of 10 women
and two men to reach a decision prompted speculation that a verdict, if one is
reached, may be mixed and complicated.
Judge Hoffman told newsmen last
week that he intended, if necessary, to
charge the jury a second time in an effort
to have it reach a verdict in the fivemonth trial.
Each of the seven men is charged with
violating the federal antiriot law. In
addition, each is charged in a substantive
count of the indictment. Five defendants
are charged with crossing state lines to
promote convention week violence and
two others are charged with teaching the
use of an incendiary device.
If convicted on both counts, each man
could be sentenced to a maximum of 10
years in prison and fined $20,000.
Kunstler expressed optimism to
newsmen at the length of the jury's
deliberations. He said: "The more they
stay out, the better I will feel. It has not
been significant that the Jury has been
out this long, but it will be significant if
they don't reach a verdict today.
"I assume they are either bargaining
or lobbying. We hope they don't bargain
away the rights of some defendants. We
hope all will be convicted or all will be
acquitted or it's a hung Jury."

professor in his particular field could
only be done by his peers. Dr. Herman
said.
But he added that student evaluation
of a professor's teaching ability was a
needed change coming to the system. He
expressed hope, however, that this expanding of the students' academic
freedom would not restrict the hardearned academic freedom of faculty
members.
Jon Flanery, a leader in the history
department boycott movement, stressed
'hat students didn't want tn «Mn th»

of teachers

AWAITING THE VERDICT are three of the seven persons charged for conspiring to Incite a riot during the 1968
Democratic convention. Appearing at a press conference

are. from left: Abble Hoffman, Rennle Davis and Jerry
Rubin.

Representatives of the "Demand
Creative Teachers" movement on
campus have distributed more than 4,500
class boycott leaflets to students in the
University Union.
The action is being spearheaded by
Scott Banks and Jon Flanery, who
planned the boycott after hearing of the
termination and resignation of four
University instructors, detailed in a BG
News story Feb. 10.
The leaflets call for the boycotting of
16 tenured history department faculty
members, including Dr. William Rock,
department chairman. Also listed is
School of Journalism Director, Dr.
Joseph A. Del Porto.
Banks hopes students, particularly
underclassmen, will boycott the history
and journalism courses listed in protest
of the circumstances surrounding the
cases of the four instructors who are
leaving.
Flanery believes that a significant
boycott would force all University
departments to take a second look at
their policies on a student voice in
evaluating teachers, their courses, and
the criteria by which a faculty member
can be dismissed by his department.

Students to rate BA faculty
By Glenn Waggoner
Assistant Editorial Editor
' The College of Business Administration will be the first college in
the University to give serious consideration to student opinion in

protection from the professors, but only
modify the tenure system so students
figure in the decision making in some
way.
Dean Karl Vogt of the College of
Business Administration said students
deserve a say in the consideration of a
professor's salary increase, tenure and
promotion.
He cited his college's evaluation
system, which goes into effect this
quarter, and said it will be effective in
making future personnel decisions in the
college.

promoting the rank and increasing the
salary of faculty members.
Through the college's own professor
evaluation system, "student opinion will
formally be entered into the decision
making process of faculty advancement," said Dr. Karl E. Vogt, dean
of the college.
The college's faculty approved last
week the format to be used in the
evaluation. At the completion of a course,
students will assign their instructor a
letter grade (A-F), will explain why they
selected this grade, and will suggest how
the instructor could improve his effectiveness.
The system will be started at the end
of this quarter. The results will be
distributed to the faculty and recorded by
the college.
"We hope it will improve teaching in
the college," Dean Vogt said. "Since the
results of the evaluation will be considered in the advancement of a
professor, it will be in his interest to
repair his shortcomings."
Dean Vogt said the three primary
factors considered in the advancement of
a faculty member are his classroom
performance, research work, and public
service.
Research and public service have
been the most visible signs of
achievement, "but it has been difficult to
document teaching ability," Dean Vogt
said.
He added that some students report
an instructor as a bad teacher and other
students say he is good, but the
evaluation system should be able to
reflect more accurately the strengths

and weaknesses of a faculty member.
Also, a faculty member will be able to
document his argument that he is
making valuable contributions through
his teaching," Dean Vogt said.
He added that in the past an instructor's classroom performance was
judged more on his innovations or his
development of a new course than on
student opinion.
According to Dean Vogt, a younger
faculty member with a high rating by
students as a teacher would be able to
advance more easily in his department
despite his shortcomings in research,
public service and tenure.
"Public service and research haven't
been overstressed, however, because we
have a pretty good knowledge of who our
good teachers are," Dean Vogt said.
"Our goal with the evaluation is to get a
better measure."
Dean Vogt asserted there is a close
correlation between the areas of teaching
ability, research and public service.

faculty members has overwhelming
support from the college's faculty, according to the dean.
He said that some faculty members
believed the format of the evaluation
could be improved, and that changes
may be made after the present system is
given a trial.
Dean Vogt said the promotion of nontenured faculty in most college departments depends on a vote of the tenured
members. Promotion of tenured
members is considered by an ad-hoc
committee consisting of the college
department chairman, the chairman of
the graduate department, the vice
chairman of the faculty and Dean Vogt.

"The young faculty members who are
fine teachers are usually fine researchers and contribute in the public service
area as well," Dean Vogt said.
"To get a good student evaluation
rating, an instructor must present a good
course, and this means he must do the
research necessary to keep a course
relevent and up to date," he added.
"Few faculty members teaching a
course with twenty-year-old notes are
going to get a good evaluation from the
students," Dean Vogt said.
The concept of students evaluating

Dr. Karl Vogt

Committee approves Carswell

"Presently, in the machinery, there Is
no way for students to have a say in what
professors should or should not be
granted tenure," he said.
He said tenure is the right of a faculty
member to be hired back year after year
until he retires, dies or leaves.
A tenured faculty member can be
terminated for cause, however, although
"it's a highly complicated procedure
with a lot of safety precautions for the
faculty member and hardly any for the
departments."
A number of students made the point
from the audience that this system
permits professors who have lost touch
with the students and are no longer good
instructors to stay on.
Dr. George Herman associate dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, defended
tenure on the basis that it offered
protection to faculty members who need
the freedom to say what they see from
their work needs to be said.
Although he admitted that some
professors take advantage of it, he
maintained it has been more effective
than harmful.
In the past, testing the authority of a

Volume 54 Number 64

for boycott

Open forum discussion
draws 300 students
A number of faculty members and
administrators agreed with over 300
students at last night's open forum that
student opinion should be added to the
traditional gauges of measuring a
professor's worth.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president of
academic affairs, said the base of power
for the hiring and firing of professors lay
at the department levels.
"If you wish a voice in these matters it
will have to come at this level, and not at
the dean or administrative level," he
said.
He admitted that the University has
been "pretty careless" when it comes to
evaluating the professors it hires
because "we really don't have a good
system."
A prospective professor is hired
mostly on the department's impression
of him and recommendations from
previous schools, said Dr. Coffman. He
added that most faculty members feel
they can tell a good prospect when they
see one.
Dr. Coffman also explained the
problems inherent in the tenure system.

Februory 17, 1970

Move caffs

Chicago 7' in jail
as jury deliberates
CHICAGO (AP) - Seven men
remained jailed on contempt charges
yesterday while a U.S. District Court Jury
deliberated for the third day on whether
they conspired to incite riots during the
1968 Democratic National Convention.
The jury retired from its deliberations
yesterday at S:30 p.m. Federal marshals
gave no reason for the early end to the
day's deliberations.
The jury decides its own hours.
Although the judge said last week he
hoped the jurors would deliberate until 10
p.m. each night, they are under no
obligation to do so.
Thomas P. Sullivan, a Chicago
lawyer, filed with the U.S. 7th Circuit of
Appeals yesterday a notice of appeal on
the contempt judgments levied Saturday
and Sunday by Judge Julius J. Hoffman,
against the defendants and their legal
counsel.
Sullivan said the action is aimed at
getting the defendants free on bond
pending the appeals proceedings which

Bowling Green.Ohio
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JON FLANERY, leader of the history department boycott, speaks to a
crowd ef SM students and faculty members at last night'i open forum.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Judge G.
Harrold Carswell's nomination to the
Supreme Court, opposed by civil right's
groups, was approved by the Senate
Judiciary Committee in a 13-4 vote
yesterday.
The four votes against recommending
Senate confirmation of the 50-year-old
Tallahassee, Fla., jurist, nominated by
President Nixon Jan. 19, were cast by
Democrats.
Chairman James O. Eastland IDMiss.), said a majority report will be
filed immediately but 10 days have been
granted for preparation of a minority
report. This will delay taking up the
nomination in the Senate until the end of
February or early next month.
Eastland predicted a 2-1 confirmation
vote for Carswell, the second Southerner
nominated by Nixon to fill a Supreme
Court vacancy that has existed since Abe
Fortas's resignation last May.
Nixon's first choice. Judge Clement F.
Haynesworth Jr., of Greenville, S.C., was
rejected by the Senate in November by a
55-44 vote after a bitter battle over
Judicial philosophy and ethics. The
Judiciary Committee had backed

Haynesworth's nomination by a 10-7 vote.
In the first vote at the closed committee session yesterday morning, all but
one of the panel's seven GOP members
voted for confirmation. Sen. Marlow W.
Cook i K-Ky.i abstained at that time but
later registered an affirmative vote to
make the Republican front a solid one.
Among the Republicans backing
Carswell were the Senate minority

leader, Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, and
his deputy, Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan. Both
voted
against
Haynesworth in November.
The Democrats who voted against
recommending Carswell's confirmation
were Philip A. Hart of Michigan, Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, Birch
Bayh of Indiana, and Joseph D. Tydings
of Maryland.

Nixon picks interim draft head
WASHINGTON (AP) - Col. Dee
Ingold, a longtime aide to draft director
Lewis B. Hershey, was named acting
director yesterday and said he will attempt no policy changes during what he
expects to be a brief term in office.
The White House announced the
appointment of Ingold to give Selective
Service temporary leadership between
the departure yesterday of Gen, Hershey, who headed the draft for more than
28 years, and the anticipated appointment of his successor.
The White House has been seeking a

replacement for Hershey since last Oct.
10 when it announced that Hershey, 76,
was to be re-assigned as an adviser to the
President on manpower mobilization.
Hershey still was in his office
yesterday morning and met with Ingold
as soon as news reports arrived of the
White House announcement.
Ingold, 65, has been assistant to
Hershey specializing in the management
of the 18,864 members of local draft
boards throughout the country.
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eDIT0RiaLS
get smart
Student action in improving the quality ot teaching at
Bowling Green will never get anywhere unless students
establish some goals tor themselves and can present some
reasonable proposals to the University policymakers.
Short of open revolt, or a student strike, both highly
questionable ideas, that's the only way-and we heartily
endorse it.
The News would, then, like to see the following:
-a strong return of evaluation forms which will accompany each student's registration materials, and,
-the boycotting of "bad" professors.
We emphasize the word "bad," but do not agree that
the indiscriminate boycott which is In progress against all
the tenured history department faculty Is the way to
proceed.
The evaluation forms, when they are completed,
analyzed, and published, should show the student body
who the "bad" professors are. This information should be
available to those registering for summer sessions.
For this registration period, the only recommendations
for boycotting particular faculty members can be your
own conscience.
The reason we do not follow the history boycott plan
should be apparent. Good professors from that department
are being discriminated against as well as the poorer ones.
It is not even a good way to retaliate against those
history faculty members who voted to terminate the
contracts of Galbreath and Maroukis, as a breakdown of
that vote is not available.
What must be remembered s that those students who
simply hurry through registration and worry only about
getting their specific courses are hurting their own
education.
The evaluation form you will be asked to fill out is not
mandatory, but could be of great value in grading faculty
members and their courses, and is a fairly accurate way,
we feel, to judge student sentiment to see how fully
students respond to the opportunity of voicing their views
ort those two issues.
The form provides enough space for any comments a
student could reasonably have about a course and its
teacher. Sixteen short answer and four essay questions are
asked along a wide range of areas, all dealing with the
teacher and his subject.
Students must show the University they are dedicated
to increasing the quality of BG's education through "good"
teaching.
The evaluation forms we can all use is the best means
we have presently to carry out this end. Let's take advantage of it.

gotta be kidding
Gov. James A. Rhodes last week promised a campaign
against crime on and near state university campuses,
saying there is a conspiracy to destroy the educational
system in Ohio.
There is only one reason why the governor would make
such an incredible claim about conspiracy-he is running
for the U.S. Senate and is willing to say anything to get
votes.
The idea of a conspiracy to destroy higher education in
Ohio through crime near universities is absurd. In fact. If
anything destroys education in Ohio, it will be the lack of
state financial support from the Rhodes administration.
A well publicized crime campaign against the "hippies" living near the universities will surely make the
governor popular with the conservative voters of this
state, but It is in reality nothing more than a thinlydisguised attempt to eliminate a segment of society the
governor finds undesirable.
It is also very interesting to note that "Diamond Jim,"
our great crime fighter, has not lifted a finger to prosecute
the large corporations in the state who are breaking state
law by polluting our air and water.
Perhaps the best crime fight that could be waged in this
state at this time would be for the voters to defeat this
sleazy politician.

'Speak Any Chinese?'

student calls faculty action dangerous
to the University's educational climate
By David Guion
Student Column
Over the past week, the News has
reported actions and ideas on behalf of
segments of the faculty which are
potentially dangerous to the educational
climate at Bowling Green.
Unfortunately, they seem to represent
a nationwide orthodoxy. My reference is
to the "up or out, publish or perish"
philosophy which has alienated many
instructors and students at many Institutions.
The issues which have been raised
concern thefuncUonof the professor in
today's university.
The "up or out" philosophy is based
on the assumption that a man with a
doctorate is more qualified than a man
without one. A Ph.D., of course, does not
necessarily make a good teacher. Furthermore, a doctorate is not necessarily
even an indication of good scholarship.
I am quite prepared to back up this
heresy with specific examples, but I do
not feel that it would be appropriate to
print them. One fact that seems to be lost
in the shuffle is that to be a good graduate
student, one must have been a good
undergraduate student.
Both levels of instruction need the
best teachers available. Graduate
students are not likely to be good
teachers. Since they must maintain high
standards in their own work, their
teaching must be a secondary activity.
What's more, many undergraduates
find it difficult to respect a grad
assistant. If regular faculty members
are "too expensive" to be used for lower
level courses, then the university should
make an all-out effort to change state
funding procedures.
At any rate, since a doctorate does not
guarantee good teaching, and since good
instruction is needed or. the undergraduate level, contracts stating a
deadline for the completion of a Ph. D
should not be allowed. I would even go so
far as to propose that such contracts as
exist be revised.
Publication is another problem. Time
spent researching and writing is time
which cannot be spent preparing for
classes. A publish or perish situation
results not only in an insufficient emphasis on teaching, but in an amazingly
large quantity of badly researched and
badly written articles and books.
Bad books which are adopted for
classes are extremely dangerous. Not
only can they bore a student and turn him
off to the subject, but they can misinform
him.
If the author of the book Is teaching

the course, the danger is even more
apparent. Thus, the quantity of
publication is an even worse yardstick
for measuring a professor's worth than
the degrees which he holds. The quality
of publication should be taken into account, but even that is no yardstick to a
professor's teaching ability.
The only way to evaluate that Is an

intelligently conceived and operated
student evaluation. Surely the potential
exists here for such an evaluation.

difficult courses to teach well.
He Is one reason why I became a
history major.

On a more personal level, I would like
to say that Mr. Galbreath is one of the
best teachers I have ever had. I had him
for a freshman course three years ago.
Freshman courses are probably the most

The attitude of the history department, which amounts to "You're the kind
of man we want, but we don't want you,"
seems to be sufficient reason, even at this
late date, to drop that major.

THANK YOU—ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?'

-our man Hoppe

freedom through licenses
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
A proposal to license us ace newsmen
has received great public support.
Rightly so. But the teals mutt be
rigorous. Look what happens when
licenses are issued willy-nilly to any
applicant who wanders in and asks for
one.
Look at wedding licenses.
In most states today, a prospective
housewife can receive a license to
practice housewifery simply by proving

she is old enough to join the Army and
has no social diseases.
Today, however, any unskilled, illequipped untrained female can become a
housewife and mother without any
screening whatsoever. Is It any wonder
the nation's in a mess?
If we are going to license newsmen,
we should first license housewives. The
one may be minimally responsible for the
state of the world. But the other's
primarily responsible for the state of
your household. And mine.
SCENE: The Stole Department of

news Lerrers
time is now
Appalling! "The lack of emphasis on
good teaching here as a prerequisite of
the education process." Maroukis, Feb.
10.
I've been hearing and saying this
among students at BG, and three years
ago at O.U.
I thought the time would come when
the University would understand the
reaction of students flooding the classes
of certain professors, but it seems as
though those in control don't give a
damn. From the grapevine in the sky

came an echoance, "we are trying." The
echo was caused by the empty effort.
This empty mass of control seems to
have been called on the line this year, but
the action of turning away creative
people will not stop the energetic growth
of creative people across the country.
I've seen administrators and
department heads in a school of 1000
students turn away eleven professors
who helped create life on that campus,
only to find themselves blindly hiring
eleven more professors with an equal
amount of energy and involvement.
Much to their chagrin, they are being
exposed in their truest hypocritical form
again this year. I believe the same will
happen here.
Instructor's resumes will tell nothing
except the degree of education. Slowly
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and silently, BG will draw into its secure
doors an element of human beings who
are Intent on teaching, learning and
becoming involved, and not so concerned
with the gossip, but with the facts of a
progressive education process.
"It is the student who's getting
screwed," Wallis.
I can feel the screw driver pinning me
to the wall. If anyone cares about our
school, let's hear how you feel. The time
Is now.
"I want to be teaching in a place
where the student is more in control..."
Genovese, Feb. 10.
Richard Brolin
SME.Wooster

practical?
Does BG destroy good teaching?
Of course, but then "It's just not
practical for someone to represent that
being a good teacher is a substitute for a
Ph. D."
Or is it?

Wedding Licenses. Miss Flossie
Delightly, after an hour's wait in line,
steps up to the counter, behind which
stands a bored clerk.
Miss Delightly: Gosh, I'm so nervous
aad.excltea'.
Clerk (without looking up): Let's have
your application and your health report.
Have you got your certificate of completion from a recognized marriage
education course?
Miss Delightly: Oh, yes, here it is.
See? I got good grades in cooking, sex,
furniture moving and child psychology.
Clerk: And a barely passing mark in
infant care.
Miss Delightly (sheepishly):
I
thought I could learn as I went along.
Clerk: Look, lady, we can't turn you
loose to raise kinds anyway you see fit.
That's how they grow up to be muggers,
purse-snatchers and campus radicals.
Miss Delightly (contritely):
I'm
sorry. I'll review my notes, honest.
Clerk: Okay. Now have you got the
results of your cooking test? Bad
cooking's killed more husbands than both
world wars combined.
Miss Delightly: Oh, yes. Here's a slice
of my marzipan. And I make a scrumptious Tuna Surprise.
Clerk (taking a bite): You'll make
some man a wonderful dyspepsia victim.
Well, try to answer a multiple-choice
question. "When my husband approaches an arterial stop sign, I should
inform him of it (a) 800 feet from the
intersection, (b) 100 feet, (c) after he's
gone through it, or (d) never?"
Miss Delightly (hopefully): (a)?
Clerk (shaking his head): Never.
Look, lady, you're just like nine out of ten
applicants who come in here. You Just
aren't sufficiently trained for the allimportant profession of housewifery and
motherhood. The best I can issue you Is a
Learner's Permit. It'll hold you over a
long weekend.
Miss Delightly (near tears): You
mean Hobart and I can't get married?
Well, then, we'll.. .we'll live in sin!
Clerk (shrugging): That's your
business. But if you feel that way, you
can apply for a Mistress' License in
Room 1304. Next.

Cassandra Edwards
218 West

final, no
education, yes
I address this to those who will never
have the experience of Mr. Wains' class.
This is what it's all about:
No boob tube.
No yellowed notes.'
No name in right-hand corner.
No paper folding.
No 15 pages.
No blue book.
FINAL, NO. EDUCATION, YES.
Larry Rasmussen
SHE. Court St

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Doe to our desire to bring yon the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no mere than 3M words, typewritten, and
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and goad taste.
AD letters and columns submitted to
The' News become the pupeity of The
Newt sad ra—ot be retained.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG News, Editorial Editor, 1M
UotafattyHaH

*SS
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Senate hopefuls meet;
present goals, abilities
ByBarbJacoU
Issue Editor

Democrats reveal goals

Improvements in the
welfare program and advancements in governmental
representation were major
themes of campaign speeches
presented last weekend by six
Ohio candidates for the U.S.
Senate.
Speaking in a confrontation
entitled "The Race for the
Senate" during the Ohio
Newspaper Association
convention held in Columbus,
each of the candidates gave a
brief
speech
on
his
qualifications and goals for
the Senate seat they're
competing for in this year's
elections.
"I support an overhaul of
our present self-defeating
welfare system. The plan we
have now is imperfect and the
opportunities for worklearning experiences are not
realized," said Dr. Kenneth
Clement, Democratic candidate from Cleveland and
campaign manager for
Cleveland Mayor Carl B.
Stokes, adding that he is favor
of increased federal support
for education.

William Feighan, also a
Democrat from Cleveland,
concentrated on a breakdown
of the federal budget.
"From the President's $202
billion budget, SB billion is
allocated for new government
programs. This money could
very easily be swallowed up
should there be another
recession of Vietnam War,"
he said.
Feighan said thai we must
negotiate a peace in Vietnam
in order for those new
programs and other necessary
programs to operate on a
break-even basis.
Former astronaut John
Glenn, a Columbus Democrat,
said his goal in the campaign
is to "let each become all that
he is capable of being." Glenn
said that he will attack those
areas that do not meet the
provisions of the Constitution.
John McAlarney, an Akron
Democratic, said that his aim
is to raise the minimum wage
to $2.50 an hour as a step to
relieve the working poor.
Plan to end war
McAlarney also proposed a

plan to end the war,
suggesting that we reunite
North and South Vietnam and
set up a coalition government.
The president of the new
nation should be a Buddhist,
he said, and there should be a
governor representing each
state.
Howard Metzenbaum, a
Democratic candidate from
Cleveland, said he was proud
of the two bags of rock samples the astronauts brought
back from the moon but that
he would rather have seen the
money go to cancer research.
He also called for a reform in
the welfare system.
The only Republican
among the candidates, Robert
A. Taft Jr., of Cincinnati, said,
"I think we need a Republican
in the Senate to help our
Republican president attain
his goals. The system does not
work well with divided factions."
Members of the news

media later questioned the
candidates.
Stop -policeman' role
John Glenn, in answer to a
question on future Vietnams,
said that the U.S. has to stop
playing the role of a
policeman.
"We have eight military
treaties that bind us to 40
nations around the world
militarily. This is far too much
involvement. I do not advocate
isolationalism, but we are
going to have to pull back
somewhat if we are to avoid
wars such as the Korean and
Vietnam conflicts."
Asked about the present
space expenditures, Taft,
Metzenbaum and Clement
agreed that there should be a
cutback in the space budget.
Glenn, Feighan, and
McAlarney, however, favor,
maintaining the present space
appropriations.

ft iteds works
Contributions for
Number
9
make
Number 9 possible. Any
student with a backlog
of sketches, creative
photographs, short
stories, book, record'
and movie reviews and
I free verse writings may
I contribute to the page.
Barb Jacola, the art
page editor, is the
person to send your
backlog to..The BG
News
Office.
106
University Hall
I
I
I
I
I
|

need for such a program at
the University preceded
approval of the planning
stage.
"Our aim is to turn out
doctors who would primarily
go to small colleges in northwestern Ohio," Dr. Hess
said. "Now must come the
detailed work."
The history department
must offer more graduate
courses in an attempt to build
the enrollment of graduate
students In history. It will be
under continual supervision
by the accreditation bureau,
he continued.
"They (accreditation
bureau) will be looking for
quality," Dr. Hess said.
He added that the department must increase Its library
holdings and maintain the
quality of the faculty.
"It will not be a terribly
large program. We'll put
emphasis on quality not
quantity," he said.

New Spring and Snmmer 'Wedding Dresses"
Bridesmaid, Flower
Girl, Mother of Bride,
Bridal Accessories,
Bridal
Bibles,
(Protestant and
Catholic)
Aprons,
Garters,
Gloves,
Foundations, Lingerie
for
the
Personal
Showers, Going away
suits, Complete live of
Formats for Proms
LEE'S Fashion Cnter
and
Bridal Shop
'. Mile West Delta on
MA (next to Bernath Furniture)
North Fulton S.T.,
Wauseon, Ohio

When you come
in for service,
we don't call you
"the guy with
the Volkswagen."

Attoclolad Pr»t» WU.photo

ATTENDING A CONVENTION last weekend were six of
the seven candidates for the Ohio Senate race. They are,
from left: Rep. Robert Taft Jr. Republican; and
Democrats Howard W. Metzenbaum, John W. McAlarney,

N»wt |

o by Brian St«ff«nt

Dr. Bruce Edwards

By Steve Brash
Staff Reporter
Dr. Bruce E. Edwards,
Associate Professor
of
Economics, is running for the
District State Senate seat in
the Democratic primary.
Dr.
Ewards,
also
president of the University
chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors, expects to be
unopposed in the primary.
His Republican opponent,
Howard Cook, Toledo, is the
incumbant senator from this
district and will also run
unopposed in the primary.
This year, the issues on
the state level are more
critical than those on the
national level, according to
Dr. Edwards. He said the
Republican administration in
the state has been less than
outstanding.
"The Republican administration is not making
progress as it should. There
is a terrific loss In opportunities. I see them continually acting in terms of fear
of the future," Dr. Edwards
said.
Dr. Edwards pointed out
tax reform and educational
problems as the main Issues
concerning him. He said the

ALPHA SIG
OPEN HOUSE
TONITE 9:30

ALL FRESHMEN INVITED
COME ON
WHO ARE YOU TRYING TO KID?
YOU MEAN TO SAY YOU WOULD RATHER
SPEND SPRING-BREAK IN WARREN THAN

GO TO THE BAHAMAS

YOw'rc *• 9«r,H**nan wi* !*•
lutw job.
Or ffc* lady with *• **••>(

etanem
O' !*»• co«pl« with th« tvr*.
W« ipKaliz* •" Voftfwoatft
i* rv i c • 111 ou f b i »od ond buitor
So «•*•" yov driv* "V war*
oil VW butmra

n0Plii.it It. 224 Eiit v&L

John Glenn, William W. Felghaa and Dr. Kenneth
Clement. Gov. James A. Rhodes, the seventh candidate.
was unable to attend.

Professor seeks Ohio Senate seat

Regents let history
plan for doctorals
The history department
has received approval from
the Board of Regents to plan a
doctoral program.
If the plan is successful, the
program will be offered the
fall quarter of 1973, Dr. Gary
R. Hess, associate professor of
history said.
Two years of compiling a
lengthy proposal detailing the

t

March lf-24 and It Only costs $209 There are
Only A Limited Number Of Reservations Left
ssSo Go To The UAO Office On hTbe 3rd Floor Of
tTbe Union NOW And Get The Full Scop

state administration must
bear some of the responsibility for some school
districts having to close.
"With good leadership,
those things do not come
about.
There have been
numerous cases of unsound
educational schemes being
proposed. They never should
have been put forward by
people in the government as
being responsible," he said.
In relation to tax reform,
Dr. Edwards said the
Republican record has been
miserable. He added they
have failed to produce any
legislation concerning tax

reform.
Dr. Edwards does not
agree with President Nixon's
economic policy to stop inflation.
"Anyone who thinks the
inflation problem can be
solved by cutting essential
services at the state level Is
being either hypocritical or is
using unsound economic
analysis," he commented.
The question of inflationary pressures is
irrelevant in deciding what
level of health, education, and
welfare services is necessary
in the state, he added.
Dr. Edwards said that if

he were elected to the State
Senate, he would probably be
able to continue teaching here.
"The office would involve
partial leaves from the
University. I think 1 would be
able to carry a full load some
quarters and a partial load
others. I surely would not
wsnt to resign. I don't anticipate any difficulty," ho
said.
Dr. Edwards docs not feel
he will have any trouble
financing his campaign. He
said he would not no into
debt to finance it, and he is
completely prepared to run a
low budget campaign.
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Newsmen hear space expert

Satellites play bigger roles
By Barb Jacob
Issue Editor

AiMclMaJ

SHAWNEE SCHOOLS
RECRUITING
Lima, Ohio
FEBRUARY 25,1970

DOWN BUT NUT
OUT, Wendy Green, II
ha* written to President
Nlioa
hi
an
apparently tattle bid to
become the tint female
conf reulonal page.

Imagine having a single
unit In your home that would
provide television, telephone,
computer, stereophonic and
Xerox services-all controlled
by a synchronized satellite In
orbit.
Rocket scientist Werner
Von Braun sees such a unit as
a possibility In the near future
due to space technology and
the NASA program.
Speaking at the annual
convention of the Ohio
Newspaper Association In
Columbus Friday, Von Braun
said that there is a direct
correlation between advances
In space and improvements on
earth.
In reference to air and

Exctlltit Saltri.s-Exctll.it Facili.i.s
Do You Want to
Teach In An Kicltlng School System?

SIGN UP TODAYt

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
AT ITS BEST I

water pollution, Dr. Von
Braun said that orbiting
satellites will enable man to
see a new perspective of his
environment. He will become
aware of developing problems
soonerand will be able to
prevent
future
severe
pollution problems such as we
have today.
Dr. Von Braun added that
man does not have much time
left to make peace with
nature.
"We cannot comprehend
the complexities of the interrelationships in nature," he

said. "Seventy per cent of the
earth's oxygen is produced in
the ocean. Water pollution
greatly decreases
this
production."
Dr. Von Braun said that
orbiting satellites can aid In
agriculture.
"We will be able to predict
crop yields and crop failures
from space far sooner than
from on earth," he said, "and
we will also be able to predict
ways of improving crops."
Von Braun asserted that
the communication satellite
will one day be considered as

important as the invention of
the printing press.
The satellite will be able to
even predict floods and high
tides, Dr. Von Braun said.
"The satellite will be able
to tell you the water levels
from out In space," he said.
Space shutles to other
planets and the moon were
foreseen by Dr. Von Braun's
for future developments in the
pace program.
He added that satellite
communication Is far from
being an Impassibility.
"It will be cheaper In the
1

■

long-run, because once the
satellite is in orbit, it will not
require fuel," he said.
Dr. Von Braun told an
audience of newsmen he
admired their profession.
"No other vocation serves
so many people day after
day," he said. "A free press
has always been an excellent
alarmsystem for a society."
Dr. Von Braun lived in Nazi
Germany during World War
II Shortly before the end of
the war, he led German
scientists to surrender to the
United States.

I

New federal unit to aid desegregation
WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon set up
yesterday what he called "an
informal
Cabinet-level
working group" to see what
the federal government can do
to help school districts
desegregate and still preserve
the public education system.
Serving
under
Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew on
the group, which the vice
president has referred to on

nationwide television, will be
Secretary of Labor George P.
Shultz as vice chairman, Atty.
Gen. John N. Mitchell,
Postmaster General Winlon
Blount, HEW Secretary
Robert H. Finch, Director
Donald Rumsfeld of the Office
of Economic Opportunity and
presidential counselors Daniel
P. Moynihan and Bryce N.
Barlow.
"The courts have spoken;

many schools throughout the
country need help," Nixon
said in a statement "The
nation urgently needs the civil
statesmanship
and
levelheadedness of thousands
of private citizens and public
officials who must work
together in their towns and
cities to carry out the law and
at the same time preserve
educational opportunity. This
administration will work with

them."
Nixon opposes compulsory
busing of children to obtain
integrated schools and favors
preservation of the neighborhood school concept and a
uniform pattern for handling
school
desegregation
problems, generally, on the
basis of the statements in
Florida and Washington.

Singer to perform

POMO-CI,

Cil.fon.ia
• MODERN SCHOOLS
• INNOVATIVE THINKING
• COMPETITIVE SALARIES
• UNBEATABLE SMOG-FREE
CLIMATE IN A
RECREATIONAL PARADISE

OCEAN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
HUNTINGTON BEACH
II you'd line to know moit about th« chaHangt
•ml excitement ol Oceen View, at* our repMeentalive.
Mr. Kant Mc Ctiah. at tha placement ollica Fab. 20.
Openings in Grade! K - 8.

DUARTE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT will lnTERVIEW ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
APPU+
CANTS ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25,
from
f :M to 10:00 p.m. , and on THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 20 from 0:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Contact the Placement Office.

in Carnation Room

Will be on campus

Nttds Toicfcors

Raun McKinnon, a young
singer-composer of folk-rock
music, will make seven
performances starting tonight
in the Carnation, Room,
Union.

0:00 a.m. • 7:00 p.m.

February 26

Weston Conn. Public Schools
Interviewing on Feb. 23, 1970
9A.M. - 9P.M.
HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL
Bus. Educ. , Math.,
Driver Ednc. Music
Boys Phys Ednc. Biology
Spec.
' Edac.,
Earth

English
History
Science

Now you're on your way up.

French - Spanish
Homemaklng
Indust. Arts
Spec. Edac.

She will make single
performances at 0:30 tonight,
tomorrow and Thursday, and
two performances - st S and
10 p.m. - - Friday and
Saturday. Admission is 35
cents.
Her first album, "Raun Is
Her Name," includes original
material only. Her songs
express, the moods and
feelings of common people
who face the problems of

modern society.
In reality, she is not s folk
singer. She clarifies this by
saying, "I don't sing folk
songs, but I sing songs which
are written by someone who is
living. Folk songs were
written by authors whose
names have been lost in antiquity."
Her style Is blues, with
some rock tempos and a little
gospel.
She should be at home in
the coffee house atmosphere
of the Carnation Room. She
has appeared in such spots aa
the Gate of Horn, Chicago, and
the Cellar Door, Washington.

Raaa MacKinnon

Interview your
interviewer.
Interviewing isn't just a chance to display your talents. It s a chance to
get information about employers. Don't waste it. Ask questions. To
help you, we've listed some things that could affect how much you
enjoy your future job. And finding work you enjoy is what it's all about.
\
1 Do you have a training program? Describe it.
2 What specific responsibilities are trainees given?

Some people think getting to the
top means scaling skyscrapers.
At Hoover, the top is on the
fourth floor. Of a neat brick build'
ing. On tree-lined streets. In a
quiet town. Where the air is fresh.
And the horizon is sky.
That's where you'd start.
But not necessarily where
you'd stay.
Hoover has 18 plants in 12
countries on 5 continents.—
Two-thirds of the
17,000 Hoover people
work overseas.
You don't have to go.
You might stay at
Hoover's home office. Go
into marketing, finance,
manufacturing, engineering. Take graduate courses
at the local colleges and

university.
Or you might go to one of
Hoover's 150 District Offices. And
learn how we move over 80 different home products.
Whatever you do, you'll grow
fast. You'll have to. Just to keep
up. Hoover's a fast growing company.
First half sales in '69 were
up 17%.
"
The year before wasn't
a bad year, either. In
1968, Hoover's total net
Ssales were over $287
'million.
So, if you want to go up,
^\Tg° down to your place
» IYment office.
Sign up for an interviewWe'll be on campus Feb^L ruary 19.

(To about the 68th floor.)

3 What percentage of your management . . .
are products of a training program?
are under 35 years old?
come from a specific area or school?
hold graduate degrees?
4 What percentage of your management openings are
filled from within?
5 If I join your firm and decide to change fields, can it
be done within your firm?
6 What's the cost of living and the housing situation
where I'd be employed?
7 Does your company have any additional benefits such
as cost of living adjustments, employee group life and
medical insurance, company-paid retirement plan?
8 How does your company's size and growth compare
with others in your industry?
9 What is your company doing in the way of public
service?
10 How does your employee turnover rate compare with
other companies?
11 There must be some negative aspects of the job you're
offering. What are they?

Interviewing the interviewer
is an important step in selecting your career. And because
we're one of the world's
largest insurers, a State Farm
interview is a good way to

investigate a number of career
fields. Right now we have opportunities in accounting,
actuarial science, claims,
electronic data processing, in
vestments, law, management

and underwriting. Our re
fruiter wiUlynn vour campus
February 8, 117* . Arrange
an interview through your
Placement OH ice. Then bring
your questions.
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STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES An Equal Opportunity Employer
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worunEws Committe approves
U.S. supports treaty
INEVA-- The United States yesterday pledged support for
GENEVA
Britain's draft treaty to outlaw germ warfare.
Arriving for a new session of the 2^nation riimrm.in.ni
conference, chief U.S. negotiator Gerard C. Smith told
newsmen that American does not have a proposal of its own on
the issue of bacteriological weapons.
"We associate ourselves with the British proposal," he said
in a prepared statement. "I hope that early progress can be
made on an agreement to ban biological methods of warfare
along the lines proposed last year by the United Kingdom."
The British draft treaty calls for a ban on the manufacture,
stockpiling and use of "mlcrobial and other biological agents."

AFVN inquest begins
SAIGON - U.S. Rep. John E. Moss said yesterday "there may
very well be a pattern of news management" in the U.S. Armed
Forces' radio-television network in Vietnam.
The California Democrat, who is chairman of a House subcommittee on government information, conferred far'nearly
two hours with Gls critical of editorial policies in the news
department of the Armed Forces Vietnam Network, or AFVN.
Two newscasters have been transferred to other duties after
charging that the military command censors news reports
unfavorable to the American and South Vietnamese governments. The U.S. Command has denied the charge.

student* fight slick

>RTFRSRirRfi Fla.
FU - College
rnllpoe students
.tliHonW declared
Hvlirari "Clean
'Tlaan
ST. PETERSBURG,
a Duck Day" and joined hundreds of other volunteers yesterday
in fighting a giant oil slick along the coast here.
The state filed a 22 million damage suit against the owners of
the tanker that caused it.
As the 10O-square-nule slick drifted up Boca Ciega Bay, 900
teachers and students at Florida Presbyterian College voted to
spend the day cleaning the sticky oil from helpless water birds.
They applied salad oil and com meal to clean off the black
goo. Some cleaned birds in their dormitory bathrooms and were
keeping them in their rooms until it is safe to release them.

Meeting tonight features
controversial instructors
The four instructors in- R. Wallis, Journalism involved in the current con- structor, and Peter Genovese,
troversy over professor English instructor,
evaluation are expected to
Dr. George Herman,
attend an open dialogue associate dean of the College
between students and faculty of Liberal Arts, has also been
members at 7 p.m. tonight in asked to attend.
"We're hoping for a very
the White Dogwood Suite,
Union.
open dialogue on the quality of
David Matthews, president education and teaching at
of Sigma Delta Chi, said Bowling Green," Matthews
yesterday that invitations had said.
The meeting, sponsored by
been sent to Thomas C.
Maroukis
and
Robert Sigma Delta Chi and Sigma
Galbreath, both instructors in Phi professional Journalism
the history department; Don societies, is open to the public.

HAW fifllirG fOI" HEW
■ ■ ^J W ■ W

11WWW

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
compromise education and
poverty appropriations bill smaller than the one
President Nixon vetoed but
larger than he said he would
accept - was approved
yesterday by the House Appropriations Committee.
The money bill for the
Departments of Health,
Education and Welfare and
Labor, the Office of Economic
Opportunity and related
agencies totals S20.3 billion 1693 million above Nixon's
budget estimates. The bill he
vetoed Jan. 28 - a veto
sustained two days later by
the House - was more than tl
billion above the budget.

1W1

Nixon said in a communication to Congress after
the veto that he would accept a
total of $449 million increases
over the budget in the HEW
appropriation.
The committee's action,
accordingly, left open the
possibility of another veto.
The committee said in its
report that, while the 226-191
vote to override the veto fell
short of the constitutionally
required two-thirds, "The
Committee took into consideration the fact that 35
more votes were cast to
override than were cast to
sustain. Therefore, it appeared to the committee that a
compromise between the
position of the President and

■■■■>

the position of the Congress
would be logical and fair
rather than the Congress
deleting all of the Increases
that are still objectionable to
the President."
Republicans were mapping
the bill more in accord with
Nixon's preferences when It
reaches the House floor. They
especially planned to Insert
language specifically
authorizing the President not
to expend sll the funds
provided.
On one of the most hotly
contested items in the bill, for
school assistance in federally
affected areas, the com-1
promise measure provides
$440 million, compared with
S800 million in the vetoed bill.

Program hits at war
*SF

A panel discussion and folk
festival sponsored by the Ohio
Peace Action Council (OPAC)
is scheduled for Thursday and
Friday to educate the public
on the Vietnam war and its
relevance to dally life.
MaJ. Donald H. Barrell,
ROTC; Dr. Edward S. Claflin,
professor of political science;
Dr. David C. Roller, associate
professor of history, and Dr.
I.. Edward Shuck Jr., director
of international programs,
will lead a discussion at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the forum,
Student Services BMg.
The discussion, focusing on
the Vletnamizatlon of the war,
will
reflect
opposing
viewpoints on President
Nixon's
"peace
plan."
Audience participation is
encouraged, and a question
and answer period will follow.
A folk festival, similar to a
folk marathon held last fall,
will begin at 8 p.m. Friday,
also in the forum. Local
musicians, skits and poetry
readings will be featured.
"Everyone supporting'
peace is invited," said Joy K.

Tfrckenbrock, Junior (LA), an
OPAC spokesman. "Bring
cookies, candy, blankets and
anything you want. It will be a
rally for peace as well as a
benefit for you, me, peace and
OPAC."
Donations will be accepted
to help pay for the OPAC films
speakers, literature tables
and a draft counseling center.
The panel discussion and
festival are part of a
nationwide movement toward
local education on the war.
Professors are urged to devote
class time on these days to
discussion of the war and its
relevance to their fields. Miss
Teckenbrock said.
"This Is a nationally
coordinated movement to
make people aware of the
war," she said. "Nixon's

peace plan is only an attempt
to calm the rising national
dislike of our position in
Vietnam. He will not end the
war until people put pressure
on him to stop playing around
and end it."

Lecture set
-The Broadcaster's
Responsibility to His Community" will be the topic of a
speech by Marianne Campbell, the Avco Broadcasting
Corporation's Director of
Community Affairs.
Mrs. Campbell will speak
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union, Tuesday, Feb.
17.
A question-discussion
period will follow Mr. Campbell's speech.

AIMCI«*4

Press WlrapK***

COVERED WITH THICK OIL spilled Into Tampa Bay last weekend, a duck struggle*
to fly ea the St Petersburg shores.

TIE SCORE
by Renleigh Neclcware

CAUTION:
INTERESTING
CLASSES
MAYBE
HABIT FORMING
DON'T KICK THE HABIT.

Contact
lenses are made
ol modern plas
tics which have entirely ditlerent characteristics than the tissues
and fluids ol the eye Consequently your eye cannot handle
this toreign object without help.
So. in order to correct lor
Mother Nature's lack ol foresight.
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible
There was a time when you
needed two or more separate

solutions to
properly modify and care
tor your contacts, making
them ready lor
r
your eyes. But now
there's Lensine Irom
the makers ol
Munne Lensine,
lor contact comlort and convenience
Lensine is the one solution
lor complete contact lens care.
Just a drop or two ol Lensine coats
and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely
in the natural fluids of your eye.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
loretgn deposits on the lenses.

And soaking your conhacts in
Lensine between wearing penods
assures you ol proper lens hygiene Yougelafreesoaking-storage case with individual iens compartments on the bottom ol every
bottle ol Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that
improper storage between wearmgs permits the growth ol bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure
cause ol eye irritation and, in
some cases, can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
Lensine because it's sterile, sellsamtizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring lor your
contacts be as convenient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine ...
Mother's little helper.

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses

TELL OTHERS
ABOUT THESE
STIMULATING CLASS
DISCOVERIES. (Tell about
the other classes, too.)
YOUR CHANCE
TO EVALUATE ALL
YOUR PRESENT CLASSES BOTH PROFS & COURSES.

PROFESSOR - COURSE
EVALUATION
FEBRUARY 16- 20
During Class Registration
Grand Ballroom
University Union

P-CE - That's
Profes80i>Coiirge Evaluation.

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St.
THAT DISTINCTIVE STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT

PCKJ.
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Beauty and the Beast contest makes
'grand' donation for cbarities week
.__._..
.
..
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Helen Ranft, sophomore (Ed.;
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority was the Alpha Gamma Delta
captured first place honors In beauty.
In placing first, Sigma Phi
this year's beauty and the
Beast contest, collecting more Epsilon collected more than
than $1000 for its part In $100, beating out Rodgers
Quadrangle, which came In
charities week.
Representing Sigma Phi first last year, whoa* beast
Epsilon, which came in second
place last year, was Fred
Kobzowlcz, Junior (BA).

--»■
*■- ,fresha.
was—
Chester
Zelasko,
man (Ed.).
Taking in more than $200,
Alpha Gamma Delta won the
contest for the third year in a
row, topping Harmon Hall's
entry, Doris Osterloh, freshman (LA).

«WituiUed"iff*

The winner*
board, Faith Paroubek.
Psroubek, sen
senior
winners, for thntr
their hrusrri
efforts, receive a rotating
Ed.).
trophy, that should an entry
win the contest for three
consecutive years, becomes
Its permanent possession.
Alpha Gamma Delta, having
won for the past three years,
now maintains permanent
possession of the trophy. The
runncrs-up in the contest each
receive plaques.
The contest, sponsored by
Alpha Pi Omega, was under
the direction of Tim Strawn,
sophomore' (BA), and held
in conjunction with charities
week. Nearly everyone of the
nation's 500 Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternities sponsor
similar contests (some are
named Ugly Man on Campus),
for the benefit of charity.
Bowling Green's chapter
has been sponsoring the
Beauty and the Best contest
since 1967. Last year's total
received amounted to more
than $1,200. This year, the
total amount was $1,035.
However, last year's contest
ran four days longer than this
year's eight, that being the
length of this year's charities
week.
WEATHER
Rounding out the figure to
$1,050, Alpha Phi Omega
Today's weather, says the
president
John
Klopp
presented the check to the geogrspby department, Is
chairman of the charities' partly clondy skies with
warmer temperatures Uniting
through tomorrow. The winds
will be from the southwest
from light to moderate.

t

Because
of vaginal odors.
Smart women
are using

MY
OWN.

BEEF CHAMP
PIZZA FREE DELIVERY

Hygienic
Deodorsnc
Spray made
for the outer
vaginal area.

Free large soft
drink with
each pizza

AiaiUHi tin
nt tlramiHg
futlrllri.

WITH EACH PIZZA Tl.F.S &
THURS 3M-M11

March grads
The college of Education
Program Advisement Office
will be open during the noon
hour all this week to help
students in the College of
Education who are in need of
assistance.

TO
DO _
TODaY

41 Present.
2 Allude.
22 Foot: Fr.
42 Impudence:
3 Deduce.
24 Oeillade.
gall.
4 Obtained.
25 Starry.
By Manfred Lena*
5 Not disposed 20 A — in one's 44 Scope.
45 Immediately.
to.
ear.
55 Became
28 Kinetoscope 18 Interlace.
ACROSS
6 Unwell.
49 Carlo Ponti,
champ.
developer.
1 Prude.
7 Ne — ultra.
Jr.'s mamma.
5 Old Turkish 50 Network.
29 — Prise.
8 Sprite.
57 Storm
coin.
50 Vestibule.
30
Epochal.
9
"A
Yank
in
trooper.
10 City in
51 Bullets: si
the —", 1941 31 Withered.
60 Buddy: Brit.
Maine.
52 Droplet.
Power
32 Did in.
14 Italian river. 01 Forerunner
movie.
53 Timber wolf.
15 Country
of the fiddle.
33 Singer
estate.
62 City of
10 Watch out.
Johnny —.
54 Was in the
Manasseh.
16 Reverberate.
11 Accomplish- 34 Italian
17 Informal,
63 Smell.
ing.
57 An Italian
dinner
like remark, 64 Dwelling.
course.
cheese.
12 Al that point.
or a talk.
65 Gainsay.
38 Haywire.
58 Johnny —.
13 Whetstone.
DOWN
19 While.
39 Sudden
59 Suffered
18 Torment
20 Spelling
1 Investigafrom.
outburst.
match.
tion.
constantly.
21 Torah
repositories.
22 Georgia
2
,0
13
1
■
e
7
•
11
11
college..
'
'
'
23 On the
14
f1iarmx.il
'•
"
blunders
17
25 Kliizina.
!
'•
27 Traditional
20
KIIKIIBM sonn.
!
"
32 Flaky.
)•
35 — on; was
overly fond
•
11
of.
'
36 Wrath.
37Rowlinx
"
alley.
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DR. PHILLIP C. GREEN
Will discuss "The Effects
of Limblc Lesions
on
Cognitive-Affective
Behavior" at 4 p.m. In 106
Psychology Blag. The lecture
is open to the public.

ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN
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Yesterday's cryptogram: I'erspirinii sqauw
squats in tepee awaiting spring.

ANGLE FLIGHT
Will meet at 4 p.m. in
Memorial Hall.

Tit Door Is Always Op..
At THE EVERGLADES
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COUNSELING
CENTER
The growth room will be
open from 1-5 p.m. in 320
Student Services Bldg.

Perrysburg- Bowling Green Road - 874-4308
Food
Services
by
Gourmet,
Inc.

VISTA
Will be representated at a
table set up in the lobby.
University Hall, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.

AREA MERCHANTS NIGHT
Toledo Blades vs. Muskingum
March 18th
Tickets $1.00 for any reserved seat
On sale now at the
Falcon
Plata
Motel

DR. WILLIAM JACKSON
Will speak on "Rats,
Bombs, and Paradise" at t
p.m. in the Pink Dogwood
Room, Union. The biology
professor will address the
annual open meeting o Phi
Kappa Phi, general honor
society.

Rm.

Students, need flyera for

Abortion talk tonight
Women's Week continues
tonight with a lecture on birth
control and abortion by Dr.
Joseph Klvlin, associate
professor of sociology.
The lecture Is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m., In 112 Life
Science Bldg, to be followed
by an open discussion period,
and Is open to the public.
Tonight's program Is part
of Women's Week, sponsored
by the Association of Women
Students, and scheduled to run
until Thrusday.
The chairman of this
week's events is Patti Ward,
AWS vice president.
Tomorrow's program is a
Revlon demonstration, intended to present students
with the "new look," in addition to demonstrating
general cosmetic care.
The Revlon representative
will present the same
demonstration
Thursday.
Both demonstrations will
begin at 7:30p.m. in 210 Hayes
Hall.
The week closes Thursday
with a program on selfdefense. Sandy Davis and

Oscar Adams, from the Lima
YMCA will give the presentation.
This Is the first time a
Women's Week has been
presented. The intention is
that the week can become an

The "black experience" on
the American political scene
is the theme of a new political
science course, American
Ethnic Politics.
The course, to be taught
next quarter by Prof. William
C. Spragens, who is also coeditor of "Conflict and Crisis
in American Politics,'' will
also present material on the
political acculturation of
American Immigrant
nationality groups, particularly
from
Western
Europe.
The three-hour course will
meet at 11 a.m., Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday.

WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH A CHURCH
CHARTER AND YOU CAN START YOUR OWN
CHURCH. HEADQUARTERS OF UNIVERSAL
LIFE CHURCH WILL KEEP RECORDS OF
YOUR CHURCH AND FILE WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND FURNISH
YOU A TAX- EXEMPT STATUS-ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES
TO HEADQUARTERS FOUR TJMES A YEAR.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021

Another course to be offered this spring Is a Red
Cross course for water safety
Instructors. The course Is held
Monday through Friday from
8-10 a.m. and from 2-3 p.m.
Students interested in the
course, W.S.I. HPE 322, must
have permission from Tom
Stubba, HPE department,
before registering.
A third course offered Is a
special English 112 section to
be taught by Peter Genoveae
Jr., with an emphasis on
creative writing. Interested
freshmen should contact
Genoveae In 406J University
Hall.
mm* Jubuuj ken
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&
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For fast service
come to
QUICKPRINT COPY CENTER
111 S Main Bowling Green Phone 3SI-57C
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WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?

annual occurance.
In addition to the activities,
candidates for various AWS
elected positions will be
campaigning in the dormitories and sororities for
AWS elections, which are to be
held next week.

Special Spring Courses

THE WIZARD OF ID

upcoming elections?

^^/^^
w.«.MIws>

' "

LAW SOCIETY
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the
Top of the Alps, Petti's Alpine
Village. Dr. Oliver Schroeder
Jr., Esq., professor of law at
Case Western Reserve will
speak on "The Law of Nations
or the Law of Man." The
meeting is open to the public.

OPEN lor lunch, dinner or an enjoyable evening
of relaxation.
OPEN every day except Sunday.
OPEN from 11 til 1 a.m.
Cocktail lounge OPEN at all times.
Private rooms for your party, banquet, reception
or other special event.

*

SJ isanello s

ACCOUNTING
HELP SESSIONS
Will be held from 4:30-5:30
p.m. in 210 Hayes Hall.

^^ -FEATURINGWf
*■
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• Char Broiled Steaks
and Chops
• Full Course Fsmfbr
Dinner
ii vAimafe •► <.
PANCAKES A WAFFLsm
Open Teas, tan Sot. •** 1

«n CLaSSIFIED mn

1

.*_•»
TVBCNm
104 Univtraity Hill
DulJ7W710

RECORDS'! Oaaee IMS* In
stock, send IB lor 1.000
luun, calalotu. Mail orders
filled RECORD CENTER.
Kiln MOptrliMpirday. 1 last w. »C St. Orre. Onto.
tinea minimum, avcragc of 5
Record Tapes
word* per line.
5 pm two dayt
Cuatom styled Ducket JScc.
before date of pubucatMa.
The BG Nr»a raaanrea the best offer over MOO UOi
mW to edit or refect an;
classified
advertisement 'OS Yamaha Sot cc beat offer
over «W0. JSJ4JS6
placed.
Printed errors ■Men In the For Rout: Summer. Hjedrm
News' opinion deter (ran roe ant Call SsMI44 - Greenvalue el the advertisement.
will be recOfted free of cnarje
If reported in person within 41
hours of publication
DMOUMS:

[NOON SPECIALS DAILY

PERSONALS

412 East WoMtar
CLOSED MONDAYS

REN UK- WES

BGSU Law society Tootle.
Peru's top of the Ak. Bo

I m a* proud to be yewr
UtUe Your, the freeteet'
Alpha Gam an and mine,
Little Dar

JUUJ

Alpha Sl»s Get hish (or the
hockey law Unlfjitl Settle
the Phi Delta'

censaasperary >eweo-y Open
eveninfa

Marti. I've got the
BO ever Alpha Gam km,
Little Barb

Howdy: Ai an old friend, you
ware great. Now that you're
•ay little, yoer're great and
grand Your Afeha phi Omega
BIS

Score I pits, to 1—the

Will do typing - Call SHOOK
Apt. 14 • 417 S, Summit

Bur*. Dan and Wid: Thanks
for all year artarac bstp. J.V.

Ail you can eel till Okie
English rtah' n CJUpa Tees 4
Bus. 11:00 am to 11 00) pm
En. 11:10 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Gail. lug.pin ill la a SI yeur
oW Indian Maiden . HAPPY
BIRTHDAY ■ George

VATAN' import and gals, lit
S Main - perfect gilts

Con|ratulatlooa
Snake
Kellers (or e brUHant perfonnance against the D.U.'s -

SotapfMfafl CwfltflC ssCTQowa IIUIIl

football Medium.
Oven, thanks for hut bouuj
you oud my big. Alpha Gam
lore "Mttlo."
Mart, I've got the greatest
BO ever Alpha Gam tore.
LMeBors.

"Little'' Sbaph - the wait for
my little waa a long one bat It
was worth It1 Alpha Gem tore.

Pout
BLB'i-Nylons are tonal!
Your loving KD Ueears.
NEW LOCATION - US W.

1SM need rats to Cape Cad
(or Spring Break. Call W417
Ride needed lor I gra to
Daytoua. Fal. Mrch IS. Will
Can H0»
Ride NEEDED (ar two to
Marietta. TaumMa, Cumbrtdau, ar OU. Friday, Feb.
Ma Call Drug - H47I.
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Gain first shutout of Mason

BG sweeps OSU off the ice
rebounded out to the other side
of the goal. Freeman was
right there for the shot into a
almost empty net
In the game, Bowling
Green defensemen stopped
two
OSU
attempted
breakaways by tripping the
breakaway man and takingthe
two- minute penalty.
"We played a good solid
defensive game, a good close
checking game," commented Falcon coach Jack
Vivian after the contest.
Both Glen Shirton and
Freeman played with injuries.
Shirton had a bad ankle while
Freeman played with a bad
hand. "Freeman can't shoot

period when Gordon McCosh
scored with an assist from
Pete Badour. The score came
with an assist from Pete
Badour. 'The score came with
the Falcons one man down as
a result of a penalty.
Badour stole the puck at
the Bolwing Green blue line,
and he and McCosh skated
down the Ice toward the
Buckeye netminder Bill
McKenxie. Badour passed to
McCosh who took a shot that
ticked off McKenxie into the
corner of the net
Only 12 seconds had gone
by in the third period when
Owen Freeman rammed the
puck into the nets for BG's
second score. The Falcons
were on the power play as
Bruce Blyth gave a pass to
Rick Allen, who took a shot
that hit the post- and

By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
There was a first' as well
aa a continuation of trend
which highlighted the Falcon
hockey squad's weekend
sweep over Ohio State in a
homeland home series.
Bowling Green goalie
Paul Galaski got credit for the
first team shutout this
season, as he made 23 saves in
a 24 win here, Friday. In
Columbus Saturday, the
Falcons' unbeaten string, now
nine games, was continued
with a 7-5 victory, and Galaski
has been In goal for all of
them.
In the opener, the first
period was scoreless as
BG missed several scoring
chances on power plays and,'
breakaways. They dented the
nets at 7:58 of the second

as well, but we got to have that
caliber hockey player on the
Ice," said Vivian. Chuck Gyles
also stopped a puck with his

Maws pholo. by AM* >*»•<••

POINTING OUT AN olxervatMa Iran hit vantage
point In the BG hockey team box Is coach Jack
Vlvtsa who appears more enthused lately.
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FACING OFF without the referee's drop Is this Falcon leer and his Ohio State opponent during BG's victory Friday night which was followed Saturday by a 7-5 win
over the Buckeyes at Columbus.

Tankers bob on weekend
By Jim Miller
Sports WrUer

CLENCHING HIS flit and trying to encourage the
BG hockey players to score In the 24 win over Ohio
State Friday Is Coach Vivian again.

Wottle wins MSU mile;
others disappoint coach
ByVinMannix
Sports Writer
Bowling Green's rackmen managed one first place and two
fourth places in the preliminaries, and one first place In the
finals of the Michigan State Relays this weekend.
Looking at the Falcons' overall performance, coach Mel
Brodt said, "It wasn't very good."
Dave Wottle was Bowling Green's lone winner in the finals,
taking first in the mile in 4:11.4. Wottle is the one Falcon who has
qualified for the NCAA championships at Detroit In mid-March.
Steve Danforth, Eddie Watkins, and Tracy Elliott were were
the other tracksters who managed to get their names on the
result sheets.
Danforth copped first in the mile (slow section) on a 4:18.2
effort, and Watkinds finished fourth in the first heat of the 80
yard dash (8.8), but failed to go further than the semi-finals.
Elliott also woundup fourth in the two-mile (alow section)
with a time of 9:14.7, which was 13 seconds faster than his last
time out.
Among those Falcons who did well though they didn't place,
were Luke FuUencamp and Jim Gagnet. Both ran a quarter leg
in the mile relay. Fullencamp turned in a :W.4 leg with Gagnet a
shade behind at :51.5.
■-}
Rich Breeze's time for the three-quarter mile (was' five
seconds better than his last race at the Federation meet in
Columbus.
Hurt and unable to compete in the Western Michigan Relays
last week, Paul Zitco didn't exactly burn 'em up in the 70 yard
high hurdles, but he "looked good," said coach Brodt.
"It's the same old story," Brodt said, "when you haven't got
the facilities to work out in, you have to improve what you have.
We are trying to do that by conditioning, except the results will
come faster for some than other* "

A cake walk and a buzz
saw -BG swimmers ran into
both over the weekend.
Friday, the Falcons mauled
Marshall 67-33, for their most
lopsided decision of the year,
but Saturday, powerful Kent
State rolled to a 77-38 victory.
Bowling Green never gave
the Herd a chance, as they
exploded for a 20-5 lead after
just three events. The 400
yard medley relay team of
Tom Nienhuis, Roy Wright,
Dick Ball and Tim Youngbluth
won the first race and it got
better after that.
Frank Mutz then raced to
a first in the 1000 yard
freestyle and Bill Zeeb and
Tom Wolfe followed with a
one-two finish in the 200.
Once again Wayne Rose
collected a pair of wins, the

CONGRATULATIONS
NEW GAMMA
■ >|||
President - Terry Thomas
I 11 I
Vice Pres. • Bread* Frawley
ArrirTDC0"'' Sec> * Amy Ondreylcka
UP f lli.EjIl.ORec. Sec. - Linda Chovan
Tres. - Daria Campbell
Rash - Stephanie Robinson
House Chan- - Cyudl Allen
Activities - Barb Coatak
Standards - Linda Brown
Social Chair - Bev. Brownfleld
Pledge Trainer - Debbie Marcunt
Scholarship - Donna Rue
Stewardess - Syl Frey
Panhel - Joyce Bauman

PROBLEM?
MAC Standing.
Ohio
BG
Toledo
Western
Western
Kent

Getting Your Foreigmn
Car Repair?
Bring it to

Turnpike Travelers
222 N. MAIN

200 yard individual medley eight meet win streak in 200
and the 200 yard breaststroke. yard backstroke, but It was
After Wayne Chester copped 'how' he did it wh'ch earned
the one meter diving, Dick him the cheers.
The Kent senior finished
Ball and Jim Williams added
another one-two performance in a time of 1:59.8 and assured
himself of a spot in the NCAA
in the 200 yard butterfly.
championships. The time also
BUI Zeeb became another
smashed the existing MAC
double winner by picking up record of 2:01.1.
the 500 yard freestyle, and
BG prevented KSU's total
Tom Nienhuis and Tim domination with a couple of
Youngbluth splashed to the stellar races of their own.
Falcons third one-two finish of Frank Mutz, with an excellent
the meet this one In the
time of 10:48.8, and BUI Zeeb
backstroke.
(10:47.2) placed one-two in the
Saturday's meet was a 1000 yard freestyle. Wayne
completely different story.
Rose then took his third win in
Kent never permitted Bowling two days winning the 200 yard
Green to make it close. The breasts troke.
Flashes looked the role of
Kent State, with its bushel
MAC favorites, as they picked of freshmen and sophomores,
up 10 firsts out of the 13 events. has the makings of a possible
Cheered by the highly MAC dynasty similar to that
partisan crowd, Flash ace Lea of Bowling Green's In the late
Moore managed to steal the fifties.
The spUt for the
whole show. Moore snapped weekend left BG with a 3-7
the Falcons' Tom Nienhuis' record.

352 - 6905

ankle, but played the rest of
the game.
Saturday, the Falcons got
on the scoreboard first when
Mike Root scored in the first
period with assists from Blyth
and Shirton.
The next two goals from
BG came on power plays In
the second period.
Blyth
scored with assists from Gyles
and Freeman, and McCosh got
the third Bowling Green score
with another assist from
Freeman.
OSU closed the gap to 3-1
but the Falcons came back
with two more scores in the
second period.
The leading goal scorer
for BG Freeman, scored with
assists from Rick Allen and
McCosh while Root got his
second goal of the game with
assists from Shirton and
Blyth.
In the third period
Bowling Green was outscored
4-2 but they drew first blood
Dave Snow got his second goal
of the season with an assist
from Greg Williams to put the
Falcons ahead, 5-1.
The Buckeyes, however,
came back with four gaols in
an 11 minute span.
The
pressure was on Galaski, but
he kept BG In the game by not
allowing the tying or winning
goals, to be scored.
The final Falcon score
camewith 11 seconds to play
with a shot on a an empty OSU
net. The Bucks had pulled
their net-minder Menzie and
were playing for the tying
goal. Tom Hendrix got the
score with an assist from
Shirton.
An apparent State goal at
12:20 gone in the third period
that would have brought them
even closer was disallowed
when he officials ruled that
the score had been knocked
in by hand. A bench penalty
on OSU resulted from he
argument.
For the contest, Galaski
had 20 saves and McKenzie
had 40.
Notre Dame will be the
next Bowling Green foe in a
match tomorrow at South
Bend.
The Falcons have
Friday and Saturday off, but
play a benefit game for former Falcon Paul Turpln,
Sunday at the Ice Arena
against Detroit.

WIPING OFF some sweat, or maybe blood, trom
his face is Falcon hockey renter Rick Allen in a lull
of the action Friday night against Ohio State. Allen,
a senior, Is a favorite of the fans not only for his
ability but for his occasional brutality .
-T-

Even conservative profs rebel
•gainst smear tactics on term
papers. You're always better off
with erasable Corrasable* Bond.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace on
Eaton's Corrasable typewriter paper. At college bookstores and stationery stores.
Only Ealon makes Corrasable:
EATON'S CORRASABLE BONO TYPEWRITER PAPER;
Eaton Paper Division ol lentronl
Piltslield. Massachusetts 01201

Smudge-ins
are out!

5th DIMENSION
IN CONCERT
MARCH 8

All Interested Men
Are Invited To The

DELTA UPSILON
OPEN
HOUSE
Wednesday Feb. 18 7-8:30

CL0GSVILLE U.S.A.
The newest fashion rage in B.G. Flown In direct from
Denmark. Wood bottoms; leather uppers. Some hi
suede. White, navy, brown. Just one from our collection. Sizes 5 to 10

YOU BUY THE PIZZA

DOMINO'S ,,„„„., fl, Dr„b
Two Free Cokes With
Any Size Pizza
Every Day
CALL 352-5222

LASALLE'S
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Falcons rule boards;
hold off Herd, 83-82
By Denny White
Assistant Sports Editor
HUNTINGTON. W. Vs. Marshall made its move in the
last two minutes, but the
Falcons would not fold and
hung on to an important,
hard earned (3-82 win
Saturday
night.
The Thundering Herd (712) had momentum from a
stunning upset of Ohio
University three nights
earlier, and a marvelous first
half, in which they outscored
Bowling Green, 47-43. BGU26) took command and settled
down to their type of
basketball in the second half,
leaving Marshall trying to
ride their run and gun offense
to a repeat of the OU conquest.
"We made them play our
game," said a relaxed Bob
Conibear who had been on the
edge of his seat during most of
the second half. Conibear
thought there were really two
games- a run and shoot type
affair in the first half and his
club's patterned type offense
prevailing in the final 20
minutes.
The Herd was slowed
down by the Falcons' adjustment, fell behind 6548 at
the midway point, charged
back, and then slipped into an
81-73 deficit before their
belated rally, all the while
being limited to three offensive rebounds.
Conibear heaped praise on
Dan McLemore, Jim Peniz,

and mainly Jim Connally, who
pulled down 17 rebounds, for
forcing Marshall into a "one
at a tune" offense.
"Rebounding was the big
difference with McLemore,
Connally, and Penlz hitting
the boards so well in the
second half. We wouldn't have
been in the game the first half
if It wasn't for Connally,"
admitted Conibear.
Not slighting the 18 point
contribution of Peniz in
the first half, Conibear was
referring to the inspired play
of Connally, scoring half of his
18 total points, grabbing nine
rebounds, and drawing three
personal fouls on Herd center,
Dave Smith.
Connally's effort was
important because Marshall
was playing two hot hands,
Russell Lee and Joe Taylor,
who hit for 20 and 15 points
respectively. By American
Basketball Association rules,
some of Taylor's buckets
would have been worth three
points, while the rest were
dropped only from the IS to 20
feet range.
"Taylor Is a tremendous
outside shooter, probably the
best in the conference," said
Conibear of the 8' 6" forward,
while most of the Marshall
fans ' attention focused on 6'
5" forward Lee.
The sophomore from
Boston led all scorers with 38
points showing off a fabulous
assortment of moves from
various ranges, the most

Frosh fall to OSU
By Jack O'Breza
Sports Writer
One field goal with Just
seven seconds remaining was
the difference between a
possible win and a heartbreaking loss for BG's freshmen basketball team on
Saturday.
It was Luke Wltte's bank
shot in the closing seconds
that gave the Ohio State freshmen a 76-74 victory. The loss
by the young Falcons was
their second of the season and
dropped their overall record
to 7-2 The baby Bucks' slate
now stands at 8-1.
"I'm really pround of our
team's defensive effort," said
coach John Piper. "It was
only the second time this year
that the OSU freshmen were
held under 90 points."
The young Falcons ran
into foul trouble late in the
game when three of the
starting five fouled out.
Center Jeff Booms left he
mm* with shout nine minutes

remaining. Guard Al Russ
fouled out Just minutes later
while guard Jeff Lessig' lasted
until the three minute mark.
"It's pretty difficult to
stop a guy like Witte," commented coach Piper. "We
tried to sag off on him, but he's
pretty good passer and he Jus'
passed off and let the guards
hit from the outside."
Witte led the OSU freshmen scoring attack with 2S
points while BG's Day Inn
Badenhop took game honors
with 28.
Other young Falcon
scorers included Booms (13),
Russ (11), Lessig (10), Tom
Scott (7), Tim Perrine (4) and
Tom Babik with one point.
"I felt we played better as
a team
than they did,"
concluded Piper. "We ran our
patterns and played a
tenacious defense."
The freshmen will try to
bounce back when they host
the Bluffton College JVs at 6
p.m. tonioht

sensational of which was a
two-handed, turn around
fade away shot.
Peniz, on the
other
hand, hustled to free himself,
but once open, Jim simply
Jumped, cocked the right wrist
and fired, with the ball going
through the hoop 11 of 14
times. The senior forward
scored eight less than Lee, but
there waa not an moreaccurate
player on the court, and a
MAC Player of the Week
citation might be his reward.
Not surprisingly, losing
coach Stewart Way agreed
that Peniz can shoot, but his
mind was on his team's
disappointing 40 per cent
shooting following a 55 per
cent first half.
Way was regretting that
his club had not taken the ball
inside more often on offense
because their outside bombing
Just did not keep to the torrid
first half effort.
Conibear was admitting In
the other locker room that he
did not think their outside
shooting would remain as
effective, but he was glad that
the game lasted no longer than
it did with Lee putting in a
quick layup at the buzzer.
Walker's two foul shots
turned out to be the winning
margin because of Lee's last
second basket, but Rich could
only think of the slz misses he
had in 12 attempts from the
foul line.
"Too many free throws,"
repeated Walker several
times shaking his head In
disbelief, while his backcourt
mate Quayle was speaking for
the whole team in saying that
the team had not played too
good, but a win was a win.
After all. Ohio University
had preceded them In
Memorial Arena and left a
loser, and isn't that the team
the Falcons are trying to
catch.

Bowling Green (83)
Pealz 114-28, McLemore 6412, Connally 94-18, Walker 7420, Quayle 8-4-4, Rodebeffer 61-1, Totals 33-1743.
Marshall University (82)
Taylor 18-1-21, Lee 18448,
Smith 0-1-1, Henry 7-2-18,
DePathy 2-24, Hall 14-2,
Totals 35-1242.
Score by Halves
BG
Marshall

43 48-8*
47 35-82

Huskies here tonight
average. A couple of Northern Illinois seniors,
Nate Mason and Don Russell, are the only other
Huskies averaging in double figures.
The guards are even with 10 point averages.
Center Dennis Taylor has been clicking for
eight points a game and the sixth top scorer,
Dave Naves, has been bettering that by a point
(9.5).
This particular blend of cagers provided
coach Jorgenses with his wish of the past few
seasons; the chance for a running game.
"I have always wanted to play a running
game," said the NIY tutor, "But I have always
felt we were undermanned. I feel we now have
talent, speed and quickness to play this kind of
game."
Bowling Green, although specializing in a
It was that size and aggressiveness that patient-disciplined attack, has been forced on
■ermitted them to come within seven points of occasion to open up into the running game. This
)hlo State 10849.
prompted head coach Bob Conibear to say after
Despite controlling the boards for 51 per the Marshall game that the Falcons could
wot of game rebounds against the opposition, probably run even with Just about anybody. It's
he Huskies have been riddled by 49 per cent Just not the safest approach though.
hooting accuracy and 83 points s game. This
It's also a philosophy that doesn't blend with
•ould be even more disastrous except for the the defensive strategy. The pattern set early in
•nine pronged" offense that produces almost the season called for intensive pressure and
in equal amount
hawking on defense. The effort required to get
Huskie coach, Tom Jorgensen, has a the ball insures that on offense, the shots will be
starting lineup somewhere in that nine If Just to used wisely.
The game will pit Northern's attempt to
meet the rules of the game.
He has used nine cagers in all of the break it open against BG's attempt to control
Huskies' games, and six of those are averaging the tempo.
On the negative side for the Huskies is their
over eight points a game. Leading the pack is a
sophomore Jerry Zielinskl, who is hitting at an record on the road, 1-10. The Falcons don't
18 point cup. Another sophomore, Cleveland brighten the outlook much here, with a 6-1 slate
Ivey, holds the second spot with a 14 point In Anderson Arena.
They are not to be overlooked, and besides it
wouldn't be easy.
A good-sized and aggressive Northern
Illinois quintet visits Anderson Arena tonight,
jrimed for an upset. The Falcons, who wouldn't
xrind stretching their overall record to 134,
night be peeking around the corner to
Saturday's rematch with Toledo, which would
rive impetus to the NIU upset bid.
The visitors lug only an 8-12 overall ledger
nto the game, and are 1-2 against Mid(merican Conference competition.
While dropping an early season clash to
lUami 77-74, they used their good size to power
rithin 10 of Ohio University 82-72. Their lone
tin came over Western Michigan.
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EYE BALLING here are Bowling Green's Daa
McLemore and Marshall's RnsseD Lee (28) daring
the basketball game at Hunttngton Saturday night
McLemore's strong boardwork In the second half
and Lee's outstanding offensive display (38 points)
were the two key elements In a tightly fought battle
which BG won 8342.
Starting Lineups

tf

SPOTTS

Bowling Green
Penlz
McLemore
Connally
Quayle
Walker

8-4f
84f
84c
Mg
Mg

Northern Illinois
Zielinski
Ivey
Taylor
Mason
Russell

84>
841
8-7c
5-llg
M|

Walker cans 2 big ones
but many fouls missed
Basketball games can be won or lost at the foul line. In the
case of the Marshall-Bowling Green game, two foul shots by
Rich Walker with 10 seconds left iced the game for the Falcons.
It was only the second successful completion of s one and one
foul situation In the game for BG but it was a game winner.
The one and one situations presented themselves 11 times to
the Falcons Saturday, but out of 22 possible points, BG could
only make five. For the game Bowling Green converted 17 of 32
for 53.1 per cent.
On the season, the Falcons had been hitting 68.7 per cent
from the charity line, but Saturday the foul shots were not
dropping.
Marshall's Thundering Herd was not much better, 12 out of 20
for 60 per cent They had been hitting 68 per cent for the year.
Besides controlling the boards, the big difference in the game
could be said to come from the foul line where the Falcons made
five more shots than Marshall but hied 12 more times many of
them the first of a one and one chance that didn't drop into the
basket. The Thundering Herd made two more field goals than
the Falcons but the difference was the last two tree tosses that
went in. Maybe the margin could or should have been a lot more
hnt me fowl *hot» would not dro i for Bowling Green,

H.w. pkm by Danny Whit.

LETTING GO IN midair Is Falcon gaard Bob Quayle over the outstretched arm of
Marshall's Bob DePathy. Quayle was shot oat from the floor for the first time .

Ticket pickup Wrestlers miss veteran
Tickets for tonight's
basketball game with Northern Illinois University
should be picked up at the
Memorial Hall ticket office in
ezchaiuie for

as sophs yield 4 pins
By Jack O'Breza
Sports Writer
Kent State's matmen
capitalized on four pins and
went on to defeat the Falcons
wresters 23-17 on Saturday.
It was the grapplers' third
loss to a MAC opponent The
others were to Ohio University
M4 and Toledo 17-16 . The loss
fc-ops BG's season record to 7I
"We looked pretty good,"
commented coach Bruce
Bellard, "We looked sharp in
most instances, but our
ssphomores Just got psyched
sat"
Freshmen Chuck Harman
and sophomores Al Womack,
John Ress and Steve Hardy all
awe pinned by their KSU
adversaries. Harman, a 134
pounder from Bellefontaine,
found himself starting his first
varsity match. He replaced
Falcon standout George Kirkwood who became ill Thursday.
Harman wrestled the
Flashes' highly touted freshman , Conrad Calender, a
state champ from Maple
Heights, and was pinned at
Womack took his 6-0 record
ktto his (126 pound match with
IN defending MAC champ,
Mike Milkovich. Milkovich
proved the better of the two as
ss) flattened Womack at 6:07.
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CONSOLING HIS beaten and psnswd heavyweight
Steve Hardy is Bawling Greta coach Brace Bellard
ss^ertkesepssMssreaadfauea to Eel State's Tern
Walter aad the Falcons had lest by the margin of the

DISPOSING OF ksa
r was BG's
i the Fakes* Wat

I af Greta's pas which saly task «
aad pat the Fakes* right ks the thick of the match.

It was his 27th straight
meet victory. He Is only
wtas short of completing
a three year undefeated dual
meet record and setting a new
KSU record for the most wins.
"He (Milkovich) Is one of
the best we've ever had here
at Kent," said head coach Joe
Begala. "I've had three boys
go through undefeated, but the
most wins out of the three was

Ress suffered his first loss
of the season after three
victories when he was pinned
by George Paulas at 6:35.
Hardy was Just not big enough
for the Flashes' Tom Walter
as he was flattened in Just 40
seconds.
Walter is the
defending MAC heavyweight
champion.
The meet itself got off to a
good start for the Falcons ss
Tom Bowers edged Pat
Dickerson 2-1 to give BG an
early 34 lad.
The advantage was short
lived as Kent captured the
next three bouts with the later
being a 10-5 victory by Dan
Milkovich over
BG's 142
pounder Dave Weilnau. That
made the score 13-3 In favor of
Kent.
"Dave was a little over
aggressive," explained coach
Bellard.
"That's why he
didn't do so good. Milkovich
got a couple of moves off
Dave's aagressiveness."
The next match proved to
be the best of the evening as
BG's Mike Clark beat Harry
Paulos 7-4 in the final seconds.
The score was 3-3 in Clark's
favor, but Paulos had one
point riding time which meant
the match was tied.
Clark rather than settling
for the tie, took his coaches '
advice and let Poulos escape
for a point Then he took hi
opponent down and was
awarded a near pin to win In a
hair raising finish.
The Falcons big three of
Butch Falk, BUI Nucklos and
Joe Green all came through
with wins to make the score
18-17 in favor of Kent
Falk won 114 while
Nucklos captured an 9-3
decision. Green registered his
second pin in three starts as he
pinned Brent Harland In Just
55 I

